
S I N G L E
 Esta Vivo (Feat la Tipica Melingo) 

10 January 2020 (Live Capture @ CCK)
 Camino y Hablo Solo (Feat Vinicio Capossela) 

7 February 2020 (+ Animated Video)
 El Blues Rebetiko de 7 Vidas (Feat Andres Calamaro) 

6 march 2020 (+ Video Music starring Melingo and Andres Calamaro)

W H O  I S  M E L I N G O ?

A mythical figure on the Argentine rock scene, recently reinvented as exponent of wild 
and embittered tango, this singer, clarinetist and composer is a living kaleidoscope. 
Since the late 1970s, steering between pop, rock, dub, classical, folklore and tango, he 
has burned his way through both ends of several lives. Since 2014 he has created the 
story of Linyera: an alter-ego, a pretext for a journey to the origins of tango and of his 
own family tree, of which Oasis is the final part of a trilogy.

Daniel Melingo, Argentinean of Greek descent, an artist fed on poetry and cinema, 
himself an actor, author of eighteen albums, was born in 1957 in the Buenos Aires 
district of Parque Patricios, a mythical place for tango. At the conservatoire he learned 
the clarinet and followed a curriculum of musicology, ethnomusicology, composition 
and contemporary music. In 1979 the arrival of the dictatorship put an end to al that 
and he emigrated to Brazil where he stayed for several years, notably playing with 
Milton Nascimento. Returning to Argentina in 1982, he joined Los Abuelos de la 
Nada («the Grandfathers of Nothingness»), a protest and psychedelic rock band led by 
the charismatic Miguel Abuelo (1946-1988), and he co-founded Los Twist in 1982. 
Daniel Melingo then toured alongside Latin American rock star Charlie Garcia and 
took part in many alternative and experimental ventures, notably in the Ring Club 
musical theatre. In the mid-80s he moved to Madrid, then in full Movida, and joined 
the punk band Toreros Muertos. During this period in Europe he recorded Lions in 
Love, a psychedelic-soul-pop record with flamenco accents.

Returning to Buenos Aires, Melingo took on the character of a ruffian singing pic-
aresque tango poems in lunfardo (the slang of the suburbs of Buenos Aires), with a 
certain grimy flavor of the genre as it was before the plaintive languor of the bando-
neon arrived. This Pasolinian character recorded the albums Tango Bajos and Ufa in 
1998 and 2001. He became in turn a TV presenter, a film music composer, notably 
for Mariano Galperín (who in 2015 produced a multi-award-winning documentary 
about his European tour), and actor (Una Noche Sin Luna by Germán Tejeira, Lulú 
by Luis Ortega).

2004 saw the beginning of a European career, particularly in France, when guitarist 
Eduardo Makaroff, the Argentine third of the Gotan Project, invited him to join the 
label that he had recently created, Mañana. His first album distributed in France was 
Santa Milonga, followed by Maldito Tango and Corazon y Huesos.
In 2014, Daniel Melingo imagined Linyera, a series built around the character of the 
vagrant Celeste, which opened a path marked by dark compositions reconnecting with 
the Byzantine roots of his paternal ancestors. The songs feature powerful texts by Latin 
American poets from the lunfardo tradition: Carlos de la Pua, Evaristo Carriego and 
above all the famous tango creator Luis Alposta.

At the end of September 2019 a week-long event devoted to him at the CCK Cultural 
Center in Buenos Aires, the major retrospective Universo Melingo, puts together the 
pieces of this hallucinatory and dreamlike puzzle who gives thanks every day for being 
alive.

D I S C O G R A P H Y

1982 -1995
 Los Abuelos de la Nada 

(album) (1982), 
with Los Abuelos de la Nada

 Vasos y besos (1983), 
with Los Abuelos de la Nada

 Los Abuelos en el Opera (1985), 
with Los Abuelos de la Nada

 Piano bar (1984), 
with Charly García’s group

 La dicha en movimiento (1983), 
with Los Twist

 Cachetazo al vicio (1984), 
with Los Twist

 La máquina del tiempo (1985), 
with Los Twist

 Lions in love (1992), 
with Lions in Love

 Psicofonías (1994), 
with Lions in Love

 H2O (1995), as soloist

Since 1998 (solo career)
 Tangos bajos (1998)
 Ufa (2001)
 Santa milonga (2004)
 Maldito tango (2007)
 Corazón & Hueso (2011)
 Linyera (2014)
 Anda (2016)
 Oasis (2019)

Melingo “Oasis”, 2019, Buda musique.
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L I N Y E R A

Sketched in the album Corason y Hueso in 2011 but clearly introduced by Linyera in 
2014, then by Anda in 2016, finally by Oasis now, this journey imagined by Melingo 
is a choral opera that follows a damaged character named Linyera* (let’s call him “the 
vagabond”), a celestial tramp escaped from a hallucinatory tale. Oasis, this last act of 
the trilogy, is a voyage of discovery exploring Melingo’s Hellenic origins: his grand-
father is a “turco”, as they say in Argentina. And it is but a step from the tango to 
rebetiko, this music of outlaws and hashish smokers, this music born in Thessaloniki, 
the port of European Constantinople. This music of exclusion, which had its heyday 
between the end of the Second World War and the 1970s, is like a Mediterranean 
mirror-image of the tango.

M Y T H I C A L  C H A R A C T E R S  A N D  S U R R E A L I S T  A C C E N T S

The libretto follows the adventures and reincarnations of Linyera, but also tells a story 
that brings together a fortune-teller, endearing and less-endearing pimps, a human 
turned killer dog, a woman-shaman, a mute dancer, tiger trackers, sentimental merce-
naries, and a fascinating hostess who incarnates the figure of Hecate. In a style typical 
of Buenos Aires port-dwellers, Oasis is marked by the surrealist accents of Horacio 
Ferrer, but also by the divinations and the complex visions of Borges.

A  B E S P O K E  C A S T  T H AT  D E F I E S  F O R M AT

The texts of these songs of the possessed and of these strange orations of barred pris-
ons through the strings of musical instruments were created by Melingo in collabora-
tion with other artists. First, the writer and journalist Rodolfo Palacios, then his loyal 
friends: the great octogenarian poet Luis Alposta, naturally, but also Maria Celeste 
Torre and Andre Calamaro. As for the characters, “Teodoro El Malevo” is played by 
Fernando Noy, famous rebel of the 80s underground scene, author, actor, singer and 
playwright. The pimp, Cafishio Cocoliche, is interpreted by the Italian singer Vinicio 
Capossela, who knows something about Rebetiko having himself made a Rebetiko re-
cord, Gymnastias, in 2012. He translated some texts of early Rebetiko from Greek to 
Italian, which Melingo retranslated into Castilian.

We knew that Daniel Melingo is a maestro of high-wire acts, a tightrope walker who 
never ceases to surprise and reinvent himself. With this, largely thanks to an exception-
al cast, he has produced something that is visionary and conceptual, but also some-
thing that is substantial and always surprising. Something that defies format, just like 
the hallucinatory soundtrack of the prologue, a declaration all the textures that follow.

*The character of Linyera, a sort of hobo 
(the term “croto” often used by Melingo is 
also a possible synonym) recalls for Argen-
tineans the famous comic strip “Diogene y 
el Linyera” by Tabaré, a Uruguayan, on 
the back page of the newspaper Clarin.


